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The character of late medieval rural landscape of Ireland has been difficult to identify. A survey of the uplands in Counties Antrim and Derry examined areas on the periphery and beyond Anglo-Norman lordship. It recognized a number of areas where the earthworks of fields and associated buildings still survive. These are identified as the remains of a system of infield-outfield agriculture. Evidence for booley (transhumance) huts was surprisingly infrequent. It is suggested that either livestock was grazed closer to the lowland settlements or the upland communities took charge of the animals sent up in the summers months from the lowland sites. The pattern of townlands recorded in the seventeenth century suggest that the upland was systematically divided between communities in the valley, emphasising the role of the lands at higher elevations for grazing. Infield-outfield agriculture and oval buildings are likely to have been found not only in the uplands, but more widely over the north of Ireland in the late Middle Ages.

Our knowledge of the late medieval landscape of Ireland is remarkably poor. Indeed, as the work of the Early Medieval Archaeology Project has demonstrated, it is possible to describe the landscape and settlement of the preceding period with much greater clarity (O’Sullivan et al. 2014). The inadequacy of our understanding of the period from 1200 to 1600 is in spite of the pioneering studies of Patrick Duffy (1981; 1983; 2001), Paul MacCotter (2008) and Margaret Murphy (2015; Murphy and Potterton 2010) who have sketched out the territorial framework and added detail to the interpretation of the landscape, mainly from historical sources. Equally, Kieran O’Conor (1998; 2002), Terry Barry (1977) and the Discovery Programme (McNeary and Shanahan 2008) have worked from field evidence and made essential contributions to a knowledge of the buildings and the landscape. The recent work by Geraldine and Matthew Stouts, particularly on Bective Abbey, and on granges more generally, is also notable (Stout 2015; Stout and Stout 2016). And yet, the nature of settlements and field patterns in the late Middle Ages continue to be poorly known. The main reason that it has proved so difficult to understand the landscape is that the remains from the late medieval period are slight and the surviving pattern of fields and roads is very largely that of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Robinson 1977; Currie 1983). The current landscape is the product of two significant changes – subsistence farming at a time of extreme population pressure and agricultural improvement. Both factors so utterly transformed the Irish landscape that the present-day pattern provides a poor basis from which to work backwards into the past. 
	The most promising area for examining the nature of the late medieval Irish countryside is the upland above the limit of later cultivation. At lower altitudes the relatively slight remains from this period have been largely removed by ploughing. Only in the uplands do they survive as upstanding earthworks. Yet, the upland areas have been very incompletely studied by archaeologists and the wealth of the remains which are present have been poorly mapped. Even such features which are recorded on the Sites and Monuments in Northern Ireland and the Register of Monuments and Places in the Republic have been subject to little analysis of their character or significance. Careful examination of earthworks on the ground and from aerial photographs allows the remains of many different periods to be distinguished, and it is those, likely to belong to the later Middle Ages or seventeenth century, which are considered here.
	The present paper considers the historical land-usage in the uplands in the northern part of Ireland, mainly in County Antrim, but also in County Derry (Fig. 1). It covers a broad period, 1200–1700. The rather broad time period reflects the difficulty of dating most of the sites. Few have been excavated and, those that have, rarely produced closely datable artefacts. The uplands of Co. Antrim in the north-east of Ireland form a plateau-like landscape which rises sharply from the coast on the east and slopes more gently to the west towards the valley of the River Bann. It is dissected on the coastal fringe to the east by steeply cut valleys known as the Glens of Antrim, and elsewhere by broader valleys. The upland landscape of Co. Derry, which is also discussed here, is formed by a northern projection of the Sperrin mountains. However, in spite of their name, these are high, rolling hills rather than steep mountains.
Archaeological survey was undertaken in the Antrim uplands during the 1980s by the then Environment and Heritage Service, with many of the sites identified from aerial photographs visited and recorded. A number of excavations were undertaken in preparation for the Archaeological Survey of Co. Antrim, a volume which has not been published. The evidence discussed below is based on a more recent survey undertaken on the Garron plateau, an area of about 45 sq. km, over a period of almost a decade, recording hundreds of sites (Gardiner 2012) and wider, though inevitably less detailed fieldwork has been undertaken over a broader area of the Antrim uplands and in the northern Sperrins. Although fieldwork on the ground is the most effective way of finding sites and interpreting their function, aerial photographs and the LiDAR surveys commissioned by the Historic Environment Division have also been studied (McNeary 2014).​[1]​	
Present-day farming, and very probably farming in the past, was strongly constrained by relief. The uplands are colder than the adjoining lowland and suffer from a greater rainfall which produces waterlogged soils. Much of the Antrim upland and the northern Sperrins lie between 300 and 400m AOD and receive more that 1200mm of rain a year which leads to the development of blanket bog (Meteorological Office 1983, fig. 1). Even with modern drainage, it is difficult to cultivate good pasture above 200m because the soils are nutrient-poor. As a result, the uplands are still widely used for rough grazing or forestry. At present, sheep are mainly set to graze, but when Arthur Young toured the area in 1776 the predominant type of livestock in the uplands was cattle (Young 1892, 153, 161). Cattle, though also grazed there now, are not overwintered on the uplands, but are taken to lower fields in the autumn. There is extensive evidence from at least the seventeenth century for the transhumance of livestock from the lowlands to the upland during the summer months which allowed the pasture around the home farm to be saved for winter fodder (Gardiner 2015). The perception that the uplands were only used for transhumance has dominated the interpretation of the area, but the evidence suggests an altogether more complex picture.

Historical background and environment

Parts of north-eastern Ireland lay under the political control variously of the Gaelic Irish, the English and the Scots. How far the ethnicity of the lords and the settlers affected the agricultural regime cannot be readily answered. The physical geography and economy were arguably more important factors than the social geography of settlement, since the soils were poor and options for farming were limited. However, the development of commercial centres, in the town at Carrickfergus from the late twelfth century and by the mid-sixteenth century of a market at Bonamargy near Ballycastle (Gardiner and McNeill 2016, 239–40), may have encouraged more production for sale. 
The historical background of the area can be briefly summarized. The uplands of Co. Antrim lay in the territory which had been occupied towards the end of the early Middle Ages by the Uí Tuirtre. During the course of the later tenth century the Uí Tuirtre were forced out of their lands west of the River Bann and seized land in Antrim from the Dal nAraide. The Uí Tuirtre in turn came under pressure in the late twelfth century with the arrival of the Anglo-Normans under John de Courcy who established his caput to the south, at Carrickfergus. McNeill (1980, 33) speculates that the emerging diocesan organization reflects the limits of de Courcy ambition with the see of Down covering areas under Anglo-Norman control, while the deanery of Turtrye in the diocese of Connor in mid-Antrim embraced those areas which remained under Gaelic control. However, in 1212 King John granted the Scots nobles, Alan and his brother Thomas de Galloway and their uncle Duncan of Carrick land northwards from Larne and around the coast to Coleraine. This left the Uí Tuirtre, surrounded on three sides by Anglo-Normans or their allies, and with little more than the uplands of Antrim. The territory occupied evidently extended as far west as Connor where by the mid-thirteenth century the Ua Floinn, kings of the Uí Tuirtre had built a castle. Their difficulties were not alleviated when Hugh de Lacy seized the lands of Thomas de Galloway around Coleraine and those of Duncan of Carrick north of Larne. Part of Duncan’s land in the Glens were then granted to the Scots-born Bisset family. Nevertheless, lands in Glencloy and Glenarrif, though nominally in the lordship of the Bissets were described in 1278 as ‘waste lands as it were and inhabited by the Irish’ (CDI 2, no. 1500), meaning that they rendered no rent or tax.
	There were substantial changes to the political geography of mid-Antrim in the late fourteenth century. To the west beyond the Glens, the Uí Tuirtre were pressed by the Clann Aodha Buidhe (Clandeboy), a branch of the Uí Neill. The last king of the Uí Tuirtre died in 1364 and their land came into the hands of the Clann Aodha Buidhe. Within the Glens themselves, the marriage shortly after 1390 of Eoin MacDomhnaill to Margery Bisset, an heiress of the Bisset estate brought to the Clann MacDomhnaill the seacht tuaithe, or seven ‘countries’.​[2]​ Their position as lords of the Glens was recognized in a treaty with Henry IV in 1403. Relations between the Ulster branch of Clann MacDomhnail (Clann Eoin Mhóir) and Clann Aodha Buidhe seem to have been peaceful throughout much of the fifteenth century. Clann Aodha Buidhe for much of this period acted largely independently of Uí Neill, of which they were nominally a part. Equally, relations between Clann Eoin Mhóir and the Anglo-Irish to the south in Antrim remained amicable with a treaty signed with Edward IV in 1462 (for this and the following paragraphs, see McNeill 1980 and Kingston 2004, 28–123).
	The fortunes of Clann MacDomhnaill varied during the sixteenth century, but it was from a position of strength that the head of the clan, Domnall Dubh swore to become a subject of the English king in 1545 and accepted a pension from Henry VIII. However, the O’Neills under Shane O’Neill began to press on the territory of the MacDomhnaills. With peace made with the Dublin government, Shane moved into eastern Ulster and defeated the MacDomhnaills at Glentaisie in 1565, capturing James and his brother, Somhairle Buidhe (Sorley Boy). Two years later, however, the situation was reversed with Shane O’Neill murdered by the MacDomhnaills and Sorley Boy released.
The government of Elizabeth spent much of the late sixteenth century trying unsuccessfully to expel the Scots under the MacDomhnaills (McDonnells) from eastern Ulster. In spite of fighting with the Irish at the battle of Kinsale, Randal MacDonnell retained his Antrim lands in the Glens and to the north in the Route, and avoided entanglement with the flight of the Irish earls in 1607. As a result, his lands were not confiscated and settled by planters. The same was not true in western Ulster which had been in the hands of Hugh O’Neill and was subsequently granted divided up and granted to the London Companies for settlement.
Inquiries by the English administration about the lands in Co. Antrim in the early seventeenth century in advance of grants to English and Scots settlers produced a wealth of material which has attracted less interest from historians than the plantations by the London Companies. One such record is an inquisition of 1605 which records the division of lands in Lower Clandeboy, that is the part of Co. Antrim south of the Glens. It was split into territories called túatha and cinaments, the latter being half a túath. The túath was originally the land under a petty king, although by the seventeenth century it had become simply a unit of administration. Morton (1956, 38) has noted that, ‘Though barony and parish were used as location terms the Tuath was the territorial unit employed in the land distributions of the official grants’. Each túath comprised many townlands.  
There are two records of the bounds of the túath of Moylinny which lay in Lower Clandeboy and adjoined the Glens on the north-east. The first in the 1605 inquisition records the borders in a clockwise manner. The second, a similar document of 1621, travels in the opposite direction. The latter is more readily comprehensible and shows that the bounds ran from Lough Neagh up Six Mile Water to the townland called Headwood at the north-east corner. It then turned west down the upper part of the Glenwhirry river, and then south-west to the ‘long stone on Browndod’, which was identified by O’Laverty (1884, 192), no doubt correctly, as the Tardree Stone, then through the bog in Scolboa townland and so back to the Lough.​[3]​ It is clear that most of the bounds of the túath were formed by rivers, mountains and bogs, but on occasions other features were used. One example is ‘the old fort of Tullaghdarge’ mentioned in the 1605 inquisition. This has been identified with a rectangular late medieval enclosure in Tildarg townland which contained buildings of the thirteenth century, one of which has been partially excavated (Brannon 1984). The enclosure sits at the junction of two banks, one extending from the west and the other at right angles climbing the hill to the north (Fig. 2). Túath boundaries were for the most part not marked on the ground, since natural features were sufficient, but it seems likely that this was the purpose of these banks since their function is otherwise very difficult to understand. The relative chronology of the banks and the enclosure is uncertain, and excavation did not clarify it. One possibility is that the enclosure was constructed over the junction of two existing banks. This seems less likely than the second, that the enclosure acted as a landmark and the agreed boundary banks were aligned upon it, a view also suggested by the excavator at Tildarg. If that is correct, then the construction of boundaries suggests that sometime after the thirteenth century there was an interest to define more precisely the resources of the uplands.
The vegetation of the uplands can be reconstructed in part from drawn and written sources supported by scientific analysis. Much of the land west of Lough Neagh, in the western part of the province of Ulster around 1600 was covered by woodland, as both Norden’s map of 1609 (British Library, Cotton MS Augustus I ii 44) and Speed indicates in his printed map of Ulster of the following year. There were the extensive woods in that area at Glenconkyne, Killetra and Clandonnell which supposedly extended between the whole way from the Blackwater to the Bann. Glenconkyne seems to have covered the area of the parishes of Ballynascreen, Kincronaghan and Desertmartin, going as far as the foot of Slieve Gallion. Killetra (‘the lower wood’) occupied part of Tamagh parish, and was described as a ‘fast boggy and woody country’ (Nicholls 2001, 196). Clandonnell lay between the two other woods (Currie 1973, 33). By contrast, the woodlands in the north of Ulster were often scrub rather than large standard trees. There was birch scrub on the east side of the Foyle estuary near Derry and larger trees only occurred further inland. Further up the River Foyle the land was covered was by birch and hazel coppice (Cal. SP Ireland 1600-01, 92–3). The Haberdashers’ Company in the seveneteenth century found their land south-west of Coleraine had no timber for building, only wood for wattles (Canny 2001, 216). The woodland in the Glens of Antrim was confined to the steep slopes. A description of the Glens in 1586 says that they were ‘full of rocky and woody dales… on the one side being backed with a very steep and boggy mountain and on the other part with the sea’ (Hore 1854, 155). The distribution of woodland may well have been broadly that shown in the maps of the Down Survey made in 1656–58. The exceptionally detailed descriptions on the Down Survey maps of the parish of Layd show that there was little woodland and, what was present, was confined to the slopes of Glenarm, Glenaan and Glendun.​[4]​ The tops of the hills in this area were described as ‘mossy bog’, while lower elevations were substantially heathy or rocky pasture. Arable was largely confined to the land by the coast. The situation seems to have been much the same a century later when a visitor describes the upper part of Glenariff in rather arcadian terms as ‘finely wooded with oak, ash, birch, alder and hazel’, but ‘for above a mile from the sea is perfect lawn’ (Boyd 1974, 10).
	This view of a predominantly open landscape in the north of Ireland with scrub and localized woodlands given by written and cartographic sources is supported by pollen analyses. Work at Garry Bog (Co. Antrim) suggests that the landscape was open and largely treeless throughout the period since the mid-fourteenth century (Hall 1998, 65). Much the same results are apparent from a core from Gortahurk Bog (Co. Fermanagh) which shows a largely open environment with a predominantly heathland vegetation (Hall 2003). The implications of this are explored further below, but it suggests that, particularly in the uplands, timber for building would not have been available.

The archaeology of the Ulster uplands

The interpretation of the archaeology of the uplands in the late Middle Ages and early modern period has been largely constructed around the idea that these areas were only used for transhumance. As a result, almost all earthwork remains of buildings which might be attributed to this period are labelled ‘booley huts’ on the Northern Ireland Sites and Monuments Record. Booleying is an Anglicization of the Irish term for the seasonal movement or transhumance of cattle and the associated huts are the summer houses occupied by the herders. However, amongst the buildings so-labelled it is possible to distinguish a number of types and a proper understanding requires that these are separated. 
The first is the small, usually circular buildings, often no more than one metre in diameter constructed of stone, sod or a combination of the two. They are sometimes situated so an outcropping rock forms the back wall and almost invariably are placed so they have a good view over the land below. They occur in isolation and no examples have been found in groups. It is apparent from their relationship to other remains that at least some such structures are relatively late. Their purpose is very probably to provide day-time shelter from the wind and rain to herders who were watching over the animals. They are certainly too small to lie down in, and surviving examples of stone show that they did not have an entrance, so you had to climb into them; they cannot have provided a place to sleep overnight. If they ever had a roof, it must have been moveable to allow access.
A second type is a slightly larger, usually oval-shaped building built of sod and stone, measuring about two metres by one metre internally. These are identical in form to the booley huts which occur in clusters in the Mourne mountains in Co. Down (Gardiner 2008, 197–200). The buildings there had been rebuilt on numerous occasions so that they were gradually raised up above the surrounding land, presumably having been repaired or renewed each spring. The Mourne examples had small annexes which were entered separately and may have been used to store butter which was made from the milk of the grazing cattle. The walls were very low and the superstructure was evidently built of woven withies.
A third building type was larger still and took the form of oval- or rectangular-shaped structures about 5m or more long internally and 2–3m wide with an entrance, where it can be identified, at the mid-point of the longest (or least curved) face of the structure. Some buildings have two opposed entrances. The buildings have low walls of sods, rarely higher than 300mm and from the evidence of the earthworks were probably never much taller. They are sometimes reinforced or partially built with stones (O’Conor 2002; Gardiner 2018). Some attempt has been made to distinguish the oval from the rectangular buildings, but there are so many intermediate types, that this is often not possible. Examples of the oval-shaped buildings have been excavated at Craigs (Williams 1988), Glenmakeran (Williams and Robinson 1983) and Gortin (Gardiner 2010) (all Co. Antrim). The excavated thirteenth-century building at Tildarg (Co. Antrim) was similar with its low sod walls, but more nearly rectangular in shape (Brannon 1984).
Archaeologists’ preoccupation with cattle-grazing has inhibited the investigation of the remains of cultivation in the uplands, yet there is evidence for cultivation ridges and areas of cleared stone in some places. Some cultivation ridges are entirely invisible at ground level, although they can be identified with clarity on aerial imagery and particularly from LiDAR. Potato beds of the eighteenth and nineteenth century marked by close-set, prominent ridges can be clearly distinguished from the much slighter cultivation ridges of arable crops. The latter ridges are typically 3.5m wide and generally very low. The antiquity of these low ridges can be demonstrated in a few places where they are overlain by oval-shaped buildings which must post-date cultivation (see below). 
	
Patterns of land-use

A steep cliff, about 120m high, separates the coastal bench from the upland of the Antrim plateau in the area of the Glens of Antrim between Carnlough and Waterfoot (Fig. 1). The difficulty of access along this length has hindered the improvement of the upland, and it remains unploughed and with few drainage ditches. The fringe of the plateau is good pasture, though blanket bog begins a short distance from the edge and covers most of the interior. Between the cliff and the sea in the present townlands of Fallowvee and Ardclinis is a narrow coastal belt, formerly the single townland of Ardclinis. However, much of the land here is covered with large rocks which have tumbled from the cliff. The best farmland in this part was therefore on the upland. The remains at Fallowvee, as they survive, are probably relatively late in date, possibly sixteenth or seventeenth century: the buildings are substantial and rectangular which tend to be indicators of a later period (as, for example, in the unpublished excavations at Linford, for which see Horning 2007, 366). The main cluster of buildings is tucked underneath a low rock bluff on the upland providing some protection from the southerly winds. That location must have always been the most favourable spot for settlement, although there are three other oval-shaped buildings to the west, as well as traces of fourth beneath the bluff.
The sequence of development can be suggested from the pattern of earthworks (Fig. 3) Initially, (i) a minor stream ran at the eastern edge of the main field, which on the west side was marked by the line of a boundary wall of probably prehistoric date. In the second stage, (ii) a boundary ditch was constructed between the fields and the settlement, extending as far as Crearlagh Burn. In the third phase, (iii) the area enclosed was enlarged with a substantial bank and ditch. The stream on the east was diverted to flow along its ditch. This allowed a greater area to be taken into cultivation. Finally, (iv) the enclosed area was doubled in size by a boundary over 700m in length marked by a bank and external ditch which cut off a substantial area of the headland. This analysis of the sequence of development makes clear that the core of the cultivated area lay immediately north-east of the settlement where there is a well-marked area of ridges. Smaller, less regular areas of cultivation are not so deeply ridged, and indeed some areas are so lightly marked that they can only be seen in oblique light. 
A second area of settlement and cultivation can be seen above Garron Tower, about 1.7km to the south-east of Fallowvee. The site is set beneath a rock bluff on the edge of the plateau. A LiDAR survey commissioned by the Historic Environment Division in 2014 has allowed earthworks to be identified which are almost invisible on the ground.​[5]​ Conversely, LiDAR does not pick up stone alignments which are perfectly evident in ground survey. Through a combination of the two forms of survey, it has been possible to identify and interpret all the features in the area (Fig. 4). The boundary of the cultivated land here is marked by the townland boundary to the south, now followed by a stone wall, but formerly indicated by a bank and ditch. On the north there is another prominent bank and ditch, along which a stream was channelled from the bog beyond to the west (h). On the west side is a stone bluff under which shelters the settlement (a) and, where the rock outcrop is less prominent, there is a boundary indicated by field stones set on edge and outer ditch (b). The land falls away sharply to the east. Within this enclosed area measuring 240m by 140m on the plateau top there is a banked and ditched field (c) situated by the townland boundary containing an area of well-marked cultivation ridges. A second bank (d) springs from the corner of the first, crosses the ditch of the earlier enclosure (c) and runs as far as a round house. The intended line of the northern side is marked by a discontinuous line of stone (shown as a dashed line). The work of forming a second enclosure was evidently not completed. Within this unfinished enclosure are slight traces of cultivation ridges. Further areas of lightly marked, unenclosed cultivation ridges lie close by (e). The settlement is marked by series of buildings on either raised building platforms or set close under the rock bluff, and a possible animal fold (f). Some of the buildings and the fold have been constructed over the cultivation ridges, suggesting that they are later. There is also a section of a prehistoric wall (g) which has been partially removed, though it can be traced to the north where it has been dated to the Late Bronze Age (Francis 1987, 112). The whole area of cultivation and settlement is bounded to the north by a stream (now diverted) with a prominent bank on the south side (h).
A further site lies a short distance away above Dieskirt Farm in Glenariff (Co. Antrim). In this case it is not on the top on plateau, but half way up the south side of the glen on a small shelf just below the cliffs (Fig. 5). Within the pasture is an enclosure marked by a very low bank and ditch (a) and, to judge by the width of the ditch, it must always have been a slight structure. The enclosure has been attached to an earlier boundary bank (b) which can only be traced for a short distance before it is lost on the downhill side in the thickets of whin. Enclosed by the low bank and ditch are a series of buildings, some oval-shaped, others more rectangular. The enclosure is overlain by one building lined internally with stone faced on the outside with sods (c), which is probably the latest structure on the site, except for the recent animal fold (d). Aerial photographs show fragmentary traces of cultivation ridges within the enclosure (e), but these have largely been lost through animal trampling. There is another more clearly visible set of ridges outside the enclosure on the sloping edge of the shelf (f). These must have been produced by spade as they are too short and in a position quite impossible to plough. They are very low and about 3m broad. The close association of buildings, cultivated land and larger enclosure makes the Dieskirt site in many respects similar to that at Garron.
The fourth site to be examined in detail is in rather a different situation. It lies on the western slopes of Keady Mountain in Co. Derry in Gortcorbies townland. The townland boundaries in this area run up from Curly River to the crest of the mountain. Gortcorbies, as the plural name implies, was once more than one townland, namely Gort Carbery Begg and More, that is Lesser and Greater Gort Carbery (Simington 1937, 202). It is quite likely that the division between the two must have been the stream which runs through the centre of the townland dividing it into two parts. The better land is at the bottom of the Curly River valley and the area examined lies about halfway up the slope of the mountain. There, at an altitude of 225m, is a prehistoric cairn or burial mound set on a natural promontory with an outer ring of stones (Fig. 6, a; May 1947, 10–15). A second cairn lies 70m away to the north east in a comparable position (Fig. 6, b; May 1947, 5–10). It is more damaged and now marked only by a circular ring of stones. Next to both of these cairns, in each case a short distance away to the east, are oval-shaped buildings (type three defined above). They occupy positions which had some protection from the south-westerly winds. Both buildings lie downhill from a boundary bank and ditch which was constructed between two streams cutting off the better pasture below from the rough grazing uphill. The bank itself takes an odd course, turning sharply at right angles in the middle (c). A second boundary runs at right angles to the long wall and cuts off part of the hillside. Within that area was an enclosed field with cultivation ridges, measuring about 0.4ha, part of which is now lost within a bog (d). The pattern here is similar to that seen on the Antrim plateau. There is a small enclosed field with regular cultivation ridges and larger unenclosed areas of ridging on patches of better land (e).
These four examples of upland settlement and cultivation have a number of features in common. Each comprised a settlement of various buildings, which might be either clustered or, in the case of Gortcorbies, dispersed. The strongly nucleated character of the settlements at Fallowvee and Garron was due to the presence of rock bluffs which provided small areas of land sheltered from the wind, making them an attractive location for houses. The topographic imperative at Dieskirt and Gortcorbies was not so strong and the buildings were rather more spread out. In all cases the buildings were situated in relationship to enclosures which encompassed not only the settlement but areas of cultivation, which might be separated into two types. There were small ditched and embanked fields with well-marked cultivation ridges, and larger, less well-defined areas with patterns of slighter ridging which were not set within their own enclosure.
	An interpretation of these remains requires that we consider not merely the form, but the agricultural practices which are implied. At the heart of each area was a well-marked area of cultivated land. This seems to equate to the historical practice of working an intensely manured and cultivated infield. The other areas with less well-defined ridging were evidently pieces of outfield, land brought under arable periodically, but otherwise used as winter pasture and fertilized by animal dung. Enclosures separated the settlement, the infield and the outfield from the land beyond which was evidently the commonage used for summer grazing. This allowed the livestock to be excluded from the pasture around the settlement which was kept for the winter months and from those areas of outfield brought under cultivation. This method of managing the land was typical of the rundale field systems. Rundale was a form of communal agriculture, which is best known from nineteenth and, indeed, twentieth centuries (for a recent review of the rundale, see papers in Ó Síocháin et al. 2015). Although the origins of rundale are uncertain, references to infield and outfield date back at least to the late seventeenth century and there is no evidence that it was novel then (McCourt 1950, 70, appendix E III, 90).
The interpretative framework of rundale fits all the four examples discussed, although each is slightly different. At Fallowvee, for example, there was an intensely cultivated core of infield, with a larger area of outfield which was expanded not once, but twice. Within the outfield small areas were taken into cultivation, leaving only very slight ridges. Above Garron Tower, there was an inner core of ditched and well-marked cultivation ridges (Fig. 3, c), for which there may have been plans for an expansion (d). The wider area was evidently the outfield (e) brought into cultivation only occasionally. The pattern is less clear at Dieskirt where there seems to have been an inner enclosed area, but whether that contained the infield, or the in- and outfield is uncertain. At Gortcorbies, the area of infield is clear (Fig. 5, d) and there were scattered patches of cultivation in the outfield on areas of better soil. Rundale provides an interpretative framework which may be tested against future examples still to be recognized. However, as these examples show, farmers were pragmatic and adapted their practices to the local situation. 
There parallels between the pattern of late medieval cultivation identified here and the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century practices of rundale should not be exaggerated. Certainly, the groups of buildings, which imply a community of cultivators resemble the later clacháns and the distinction between intensively used infield, the occasionally ploughed outfield and the commonage beyond has parallels in rundalefarming. How far the land was farmed communally and whether tenure of individual strips of land was reallocated periodically (‘changedale’), both typical features of rundale, cannot be determined from archaeology. In short, it is not possible from the field evidence to claim that rundale was a late medieval system of agriculture, but rather to suggest that some elements of the practice of rundale had their roots in that period.

Transhumance

It has been assumed in the analysis above that the larger oval buildings associated with cultivated fields were occupied all year round. The cultivation of crops adjoining a settlement is sometimes used as an indicator of permanent habitation (for example, Horning 2007, 365–6). Though it might have been possible to plough or dig the land, sow the crops and harvest them during a period of seasonal occupation, it would have been a somewhat uncertain activity given the altitude of many of the sites and the risk that the crops would not ripen before the time for the return to the home farm. Cultivation is more likely to have taken place on permanently settled sites where the plots could be prepared early in the season, fertilized with manure collected from the livestock kept close by and the crops sown in the spring. The argument in favour of year-round occupation does not rely on the evidence of cultivation alone. The infield-outfield was an agricultural system based upon the management of livestock and arable over the whole year, not just during the summer months. An area of pasture within the outfield was necessary to feed the livestock over the winter months and their dung providing manure for fertilizing the arable for the following year. The earthworks considered here make little sense if the settlements were occupied only during the summer.
The practice of booleying or transhumance has played a central part in the interpretation of upland land-use during this period, but the evidence discussed above suggests a rather more complex situation. Livestock from the upland settlements could be grazed in the summer months on the adjoining commonage and it was hardly necessary to establish seasonal settlements or booley huts because of the proximity of the animals to the farmstead. For lowland settlements, where the distance where between the home farm and summer pastures was greater, it may have been necessary to build summer huts for herders so that they could live up close to the animal pastures, and mind and milk the cattle. However, field survey across the uplands of northern Ulster suggests the small huts associated with summer herding do not appear widely. Nor can this just be a matter of survival of evidence, because the larger oval-shaped buildings are frequent finds. In some areas both types of buildings are found. Booley huts occur at an altitude of between 210 and 280m in the upper part of Glenaan, but the larger, oval-shaped buildings can be found wherever there are substantial pieces of pasture (Fig 7). Only limited cultivation could ever have been possible in the narrow valley with poor land but it could have been used for grazing. Cattle from farms lower down the glen may have been driven into the uplands for grazing during the summer months.
Two other groups of booley huts have been identified in the Antrim uplands – to the east of Slemish and to the west of Agnew’s Hill. The first have been discussed and illustrated elsewhere, and here require only brief description (Gardiner 2015, 59–61). Access to the boggy pasture lands in the townlands of Carnstroan and Ballynacaird was through a gap between the sharply rising hills of Slemish and Carrigin to the east. The route was later followed by later, deeply incised slide car (sledge) tracks for transporting turf (peat). The route led to a group of booley huts which are raised on artificial mounds above the bog. Rather unusually, these huts were not located by streams which was the almost invariable location elsewhere, but the sites seem to have been chosen because they had a good view over the pasture land running down to Douglas Burn.
The second group of huts lies on Agnew’s Hill, a large basalt outcrop which stands to the north of the upper part of the valley of Six Mile Water (Fig. 1). The pattern of townland boundaries stretch upwards from the land east of Agnew’s Hill, and it was clearly from this side that the site was approached, even though access would have been difficult because of the steepness of the slope. Old trackways indicate that there were routes over the coll at an altitude of 390m between the two summits of the hill. On the more gently sloping west side, near the headwaters of the Glenwhirry river at an elevation of 340m, are a group of five well-built booley huts. They were formed from stones set in sod with raised walls on the uphill side to prevent water from running into the building. The entrance was on the lower side which allowed a view through the doorway over the bog below. A short distance away at a slightly lower level are two small oval-shaped houses (Fig. 8). The land here is very poor, though a few hundred metres away it was improved in the mid-nineteenth century to produce better pasture and presumably was previously the best land in the vicinity. This is an unusually high elevation to find any buildings.
The groups of booley huts in Glenaan, Slemish and Agnew’s Hill are amongst the very few which have been found in County Antrim, and this raises the question why they do not occur more frequently, when there are significantly larger numbers in, for example, the Mourne mountains in County Down. It has been argued elsewhere that the movement of cattle to the Mournes was of a particular type, which involved travel over long distances, and the livestock was accompanied by the whole family (Gardiner 2015, 57). By contrast, the movement in Co. Antrim was over shorter distances, though in some places the pasture was sufficiently far removed from the home settlement that the cattle could neither be moved on a daily basis back to the farm, nor left in the hills unattended overnight without the risk of theft. It was only in such situations that it was necessary to construct summer houses to allow the animals to be watched over and milked as necessary. This does not provide a whole explanation of the paucity of booley huts. The evidence from fieldwork is that over much of the uplands there were the oval-shaped houses of permanent settlements. From these houses the occupants could have supervised, not only their own animals, but might also have looked after the cattle of others during the summer months. It is possible that one aspect of the economy of the permanent upland settlements was to herd and milk the livestock driven up from the lowlands during the summer months. The economies of the upland and lowland settlers may have been interdependent, the one managing livestock and the other growing cereals which might be exchanged for the service of herding. Where booley huts and oval-shaped huts found together at Glenaan and Agnew’s Hill, they may not be contemporary, but represent a shift from temporary to permanent settlement, or perhaps the reverse.

The wider picture

The Down Survey of 1656–58 provides a framework to interpret the broader pattern of land-use. The Survey covered only parts of Ireland, since only those areas which were held by Catholics and liable to forfeiture were ever surveyed. Many maps have since been lost. Although the area covered is partial, it is a remarkable source because it represents the first detailed exercise in mapping, recording the pattern of townlands and, where the surveyors were particularly assiduous, details of the land quality and land use. The surviving maps depict townlands which were the subdivisions of larger units and provided the basis for levying rent. The townlands might themselves be divided into parts, which in Co. Antrim were known as quarters. The system of townlands was primarily established to allow the exaction of dues, but also served to share land resources amongst the territories (McErlean 1983, 328). In Co. Derry on the west of the area considered here, McErlean (1983, 332) has noted that most estates comprised a portion of land above 200m, even though this required a division into two separate areas. There are similar indications of such a pattern in Co. Fermanagh, where a lower portion was matched with a second part with the suffix ‘barr’ in the uplands, and in Co. Antrim place-names suggest a similar system (Muhr 2004, 593–4; 2011, 65–7). 
This pattern can be further investigated by examining the arrangement of townlands on the northern side of the Braid valley in the parish of Skerry. It is immediately apparent that the better land on the valley floor and equally the poor mountain land was divided up so that each townland had portions of both areas (Fig. 9). Most of the townlands took the form of bands stretching from the river to the upland, a distance of up to 5km. Where this was not possible, the townlands were split into two portions with part in the upland to complement that in the valley. It seems to suggest that the settlements in the lowland portion had commonage in the uplands. Where the upland pastures were as remote as they were east of Slemish on the south side of the Braid valley, then surely it would have been necessary to establish booley huts. If that was the case, then should we not have expected more booley huts to be present in the uplands? There seem two explanations for their apparent absence. The first already mentioned is that the upland settlements took charge of the grazing and milking of cattle sent from the lowlands, something Fox (2012, 46–107) has referred to in England as ‘impersonal transhumance’. The second explanation is that the commonage on which the animals were grazed, although in the upland portion, was still at a comparative low elevation and therefore all trace of booley huts there may have been lost through more recent agriculture. If that was the case, the booley huts which do remain are rare survivors of a much wider practice. There simply is too little evidence to choose between these explanations and, of course, they are not alternatives but could both be true in different places.

Discussion

This study has shown that evidence does survive for the late medieval or early modern landscape – for buildings, boundaries and fields – at least in the uplands. However, the earthwork remains are slight and are therefore will not survive in areas which have been subsequently ploughed. The possibilities of finding earthworks at lower altitudes seem to be poor and, consequently, it is very difficult to determine whether the remains discovered in the uplands are typical of the pattern more generally. In order to consider that issue in more depth, we need examine two aspects. First, we need to think whether an infield-outfield system is likely to have been used more widely in Ulster. Second, we need to examine whether the building types found in the uplands are likely to have been found over a greater area or are peculiar to those areas. 
Infield-outfield was an agrarian strategy which was adapted for growing crops on poorer soils. In the north of Atlantic Europe, the combination of waterlogged soils, leaching of nutrients and low summer temperatures led to limited productivity which could only be maintained by nutrient transfer from the outfield and commonage (Christiansen 1978, 2). However, the practice was not confined to marginal uplands. McCourt’s work has shown that infield-outfield agriculture was widespread in parts of Ireland in the early nineteenth century (McCourt 1955). It was a form of agriculture which was adapted to regions with large areas of waste to which the livestock could be removed in the summer and where nutrients needed to be particularly concentrated for the production of arable crops and hay. Indeed, it was a system widely practised, not only in Ireland, but across the North Atlantic world. It was common in Scotland (Dodgshon 1973), including the Northern Isles (Thomson 1970; 2008, 135–59), in the Faroes (Arge 2005, 67–73), Iceland (Aldred 2008, 307–9) and Norway (Øye 2009, 45–8). 
Infield-outfield cultivation may have occurred widely across late medieval Ireland, but it was certainly not ubiquitous. In the south and east of Ireland where arable crops were more widely grown open-field farming was common in the later Middle Ages and early modern period, and hay was produced for livestock in meadows (Otway-Ruthven 1951; Murphy and Potterton 2010, 287–96). Open-field farming was typical of areas where the soils were of better quality and less prone to the loss of nutrients, so that less intense manuring was required. The two systems – infield-outfield and open-field – were adaptations to the particular local conditions and the possibilities for growing arable. How far north open-field agriculture extended is unclear. The nature of the field system at Carrickfergus before the large-scale enclosure of 1602 is uncertain, but it is clear that there was some forward of communal agriculture on a large-scale, which was superseded by the division of land (Speers 1986). 
The variation in geographical conditions which affected the form of agriculture, also had an influence on building type. The oval-shaped buildings recorded in the uplands suggest that the houses were constructed with a form of wattling, since it is hard to imagine how they could be roofed using timber posts (Gardiner 2018, 204). The use of wattle continued a long-standing tradition of construction in Ireland and would have utilized the scrubby woodland present in the north of the island. These can be contrasted with those late medieval buildings constructed of substantial timber posts and rectangular in plan, which seem to have been more common in the areas which had been settled by the Anglo-Normans, and were, perhaps, influenced in the incomers’ practices (Gardiner and O’Conor 2017, 141–6). Typically, these seem to have been built with cruck blades, suggesting a use of much larger timbers (Murphy 2015, 78). Both oval-shaped wattle buildings and rectangular structures were present in the towns of Carrickfergus and Newry in the later sixteenth century (Gardiner 2018, 191–3). It is hardly surprising that the contrast in building styles was also remarked upon by contemporaries. Sir Arthur Chichester in the early seventeenth century compared the buildings in the uplands of Ulster unfavourably to those in the Pale (Moody 1938, 285–6).
	What has been recorded from fieldwork in the uplands is therefore likely to have been similar to what would have been present in the lowlands in the same period. The pattern of unhedged and sub-divided fields (Robinson 1977), of rundale agriculture and of poorly built ‘cabins’ (Roche 2003) which are recorded from the late seventeenth century onwards over much of the north of Ireland are clearly derived from those traditions of cultivation and housing which have been discussed here. The rural landscape of the late medieval ages emerges, therefore, as no longer unknowable, but just difficult to find. This paper, and a previous one on other aspects of the sixteenth-century Ulster landscape (Gardiner 2018), have sought to sketch the character of the countryside, its buildings, boundaries, roads and agriculture at the end of the Middle Ages in the northern part of Ireland. They have sought to provide a framework into which new discoveries can be fitted and a view which can be refined by further work. 
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^1	  The LIDAR data can be found and downloaded from https://data.gov.uk/data/search
^2	  The seven territories or túatha (Larne, Park (cf. Little Deer Park near Glenarm), Glenarm, Red Bay, Layd, Cary and Mawbray) are discussed in Mac Gabhann 1997, 4–5. They are listed in the Calendar of the patent rolls of the chancery of Ireland: 1 James I–22 James I, 58 as Larne, Park, the Largie (the coastal area north of Carnlough), Glinmiconogh, Cary, the cinaments or half túatha of Armoy and Rathlin, and Muneray
^3	  The Tardree Stone is site ANT 44:22 on the Northern Ireland Sites and Monuments Record.
^4	  http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.php#bm=Glenarne&c=Antrim&p=Layde
^5	  https://opendatani.blob.core.windows.net/archaeologylidar/Garron.zip
